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19 June 2013

Dear Shareholder,
INITIAL PURCHASE OF EQUITY IN TNT MINES AND AN INTENDED TRANSACTION FOR THE
COMPANY
I write to bring news of an exciting development for your Company. As you will know, the TNT Board
and management have been trying to gain an ASX listing for the company since it was demerged from
its parent, Minemakers Limited, in 2011. However the very difficult market conditions for our sector
have precluded attainment of this goal, with no easing of these adverse factors forecast for the near
future.
I am very pleased to advise that TNT Mines and ASX-listed Niuminco Group Limited (NIU) have signed
agreements which, in time, are intended to allow TNT Mines shareholders to hold tradeable stock in
that listed entity. Summaries of those agreements can be seen in an ASX release of this date by NIU,
a copy of which is attached to this letter.
As a first step, NIU is to immediately purchase a diluted 19.9% interest in TNT Mines by subscribing for
21,908,250 ordinary shares which will be effected by the issue of the same number of ordinary NIU
shares to TNT, and which TNT could sell to raise working capital. The companies have also agreed in
good faith to give consideration to a further transaction by way of a merger, takeover, scheme of
arrangement or other mutually acceptable transaction. This is being advanced as a matter of urgency,
with the companies now conducting mutual due diligence.
Assuming that assessment is positive, the directors have advised NIU that they will support a
transaction with Niuminco, and recommend that TNT shareholders do the same. NIU will take over
management TNT Mines if it attains a 51% holding. So as to allow expeditious advancement of our
exciting tin, tungsten and fluorspar Tasmanian projects, TNT technical management will be made
available to NIU as required.
Our shareholders who participate in a transaction with Niuminco will then be part of an expanded NIU
company which holds not only our strategic Tasmanian assets, but also advanced copper-gold
exploration assets in the major producing province of Papua New Guinea. Niuminco will then be well
positioned to take advantage of the eventual correction in the market when attention returns to the
key strategic, base and precious metals sectors.
We are pleased and positive about this transaction.

Michael Beer
Managing Director
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